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Cyberinc, An Aurionpro Company, joins HPE 
Complete Program 

Elevated Partner status empowers HPE Customers to acquire Cyberinc's cybersecurlty solution 
directly. 

131h June 2018, Mumbai 

Cyberinc , An Aurionpro Company, a leader in isolation based cybersecunty, helping businesses 
actively reduce attack surface and protect themselves against web malware, today announced that 
it has joined Hewlett Packard Enterprise's HPE Complete Program. Businesses worldwide and 
specifically, HPE's customers can acquire Isla directly from HPE and its global reseller network. 

Cyberinc's Isla is a ground breaking cybersecurity solution that helps leaders In Information 
Security, IT and Risk Management eliminate the biggest threat vector they face today· web-based 
malware attacks. Isla isolates all web malware outside the corporate network and protects emails, 
documents, and web against malware based attacks, truly securing the network and improving IT 
productivity. HPE Complete program offers a one-stop solution for purchasing best-in-class 
cybersecunty products. Cyberinc's Isla comes prevalidated for performance, and interoperabilrty 
with other HPE hardware already present within an enterprise. 

Romi Randhawa, Chief Strategy Officer, Cyberinc, said, "Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) is an 
established leader across all key hardware segments in the data center including security. With this 
agreement, we are deepening HPE's stack to provide security solutions on their cutting edge next 
generation products. With Cyberinc's Isla now available as part of the HPE stack, customers can 
truly enjoy the benefit of a truly secure network, while reducing the attack surface against web
based malware attacks." 

The changing cybersecurity landscape 

Digital technologies, whilst they unlock new capabilities and efficiencies, have proved to also 
increase vulnerabilities to cyberattacks. Organizations continuously invest in the latest 
cybersecurity software, training, and staff or in upgrading their detection technologies with 
advanced capabilities. No amount of spending on detection based defences will shield a company 
completely from hackers. It is time for another approach. It is time to stop detecting and start 
isolating. Gartner estimates that by 20211 50% of enterprises will leverage isolation to reduce the 
impact of attacks, up from less than 5% in 2016. Cyberinc's Isla is the most secure Isolation solution 
and the only appliance that fully eliminates any active code from the Internet from even entering 
the network. 

"The pace of d1g1tal transformation has created a world of automation, cloud, storage and networks 
that is more complex than ever before. We believe, CISOs and CIOs need to make the shift from a 
cycle of detection & response to a proactive strategy of isolation.", said 5amir Shah, CEO, Cyberinc, 
"Cyberinc's Isla is the most secure Isolation solution available. With inclusion as a HPE Complete 
Partner, we look forward to working with their sales force and global distribution network to help 
HPE's customers enjoy the benefit of a truly, secure and protected business." 
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Value Driven Resell Collaboration 

The HPE Complete program enables HPE customers to purchase third-party products with proven 
interoperability and reliability for a complete, validated solution, all via one HPE purchase order. A 
worldwide resell model, HPE Complete program is focused on providing customers with a broader 
portfolio and choice of products that complement and complete existing HPE Solutions. All partner 
solution offerings within the Complete program undergo a rigorous testing process to ensure 
frictionless interoperability with HPE products. 

Marty Lans, General Manager - Storage Connectivity, Interoperability & HPE Complete, said, "I am 
delighted that Cyberinc Is now a HPE Complete Partner Cybersecurity is a top priority for 
businesses and Cyberinc's Isla solution is a game changing innovation that can help, HPE's 
customers to fully secure themselves against web malware. Cyberlnc's Isla leverages our Gen10 
Servers and will be a strong addition to our solution stack for storage and security" 

About Cyberinc 

Cyberinc, is an innovative cybersecurity company that protects enterprises against sophisticated 
web malware attacks. Its flagship offering, Isla is a tightly integrated scalable security product that 
leverages path-breaking isolation technology to ensure complete web-freedom, reduce attack 
surface and improve IT productivity. Headquartered In San Ramon, California, Cyberinc has been 
named as a Gartner Cool Vendor. 

For more information, please visit: www.cyberinc.com. 

About Aurionpro 

Aurionpro Solutions (NSE· AURIONPRO) (BSE 532668) Aurionpro is a global technology solutions 
leader that helps enterprises accelerate their digital innovation, securely and efficiently. It combines 
core domain expertise, thought leadership in innovation, security and leverages industry leading IP 
to deliver tangible business results for global corporations. Employing more than 1,100 domain and 
technology experts across North America, Asia and Europe, Aurionpro caters to a host of clients 
across BFSI, Telecom and Logistics industry. 

For more information, visit: www.aurionpro.com 

For further information, and or clarification: 
Sonali Thakur/ sonal1.thakur@aur1onpro.com 

Related Links 

www.cyberinc.com/isla 

HPE Complete Cybennc Product Page: https:/[www hpe com/us/en/product
catalog/storage/storage/p1p.hpe-complete-cybennc-solut1on.1010836954.html 

HPE Complete Cyberinc OuickSpec: 
https://h20195. www2. hpe.com/v2/ GetDocument.aspx?docname=aooo439z6enw 
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